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ABSTRACT

other than looking at the computer interface (e.g.,
emergency response, air traffic control, operating any motor
vehicle). For example, there is interest in improving driving
safety of automobiles by projecting sensor data, such as
heat readings indicating pedestrians or animals ahead of the
car on a foggy day, onto the driver’s windshield. It is an
open question how such sensor data should be presented to
be simultaneously useful and safe.

Many aircraft accidents each year are caused by encounters
with invisible airflow hazards. Recent advances in aviation
sensor technology offer the potential for aircraft-based
sensors that can gather large amounts of airflow velocity
data in real-time. With this influx of data comes the need to
study how best to present it to the pilot – a cognitively
overloaded user focused on a primary task other than that of
information visualization.

In this work we describe the results of a study in which
information visualization of airflow hazards, when
presented to helicopter pilots in a highly realistic simulator,
dramatically improved their ability to land safely under
turbulent conditions. In this case, we find that the kind of
visualization needed to improve operational safety is much
simpler than that needed for analysis of such hazards.

In this paper, we present the results of a usability study of
an airflow hazard visualization system that significantly
reduced the crash rate among experienced helicopter pilots
flying a high fidelity, aerodynamically realistic fixed-base
rotorcraft flight simulator into hazardous conditions.
We focus on one particular aviation application, but the
results may be relevant to user interfaces in other
operationally stressful environments.

Below we begin by describing the flight safety problem and
a potential solution in the form of new sensor technology.
We then discuss previous research relevant to developing a
visual hazard display to solve the airflow hazard problem.
Next we describe our process of user-centered design and
our experimental procedure, discuss the results obtained,
and finally give conclusions and directions for further work.
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Turbulence and other wind-related conditions were
implicated in nearly 10% of the over 21,000 aircraft
accidents in the U.S. National Transportation Safety Board
accident database from 1989-99 [9]. Airflow hazards
occurring near the ground can be deadly even to airliners;
there have been hundreds of fatalities in the United States in
the last two decades attributable to airliner encounters with
microbursts and low level wind shear alone [41].
(Microbursts are small, very intense downdrafts that
descend to the ground, often associated with thunderstorms
[Figure 1], and low level wind shear is defined as a sudden
change in wind direction and speed occurring near the
surface [7].)

INTRODUCTION

Much research on information visualization has focused on
office environments, where it is assumed that the user’s
attention will be directed exclusively to the visualization
interface[30]. However, an area ripe for study is the use of
information visualization in safety-related applications, in
environments in which the user’s primary task is something

Airflow hazards are challenging to detect simply because
air is invisible. Pilots cannot discern airflow patterns unless
the air happens to pick up dust, smoke or other aerosols that
are visible to the human eye. Being thus unable to detect a
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from $50-$75K to over $1M per incident [20]. Analysis of
these accidents and incidents frequently finds them to have
been caused by unseen airflow hazards where the pilot and
ground crew were initially unaware of the danger and the
pilot was unable to react in time [9]. Presenting the
appropriate information to the pilot or flight deck air boss
(shipboard air traffic controller) in advance of the hazard
encounter, therefore, could reduce or prevent such
accidents.
Finally, because shipboard rotorcraft operations are such a
demanding environment, the area is very well studied. The
Navy has compiled significant amounts of data from
shipboard flight tests, wind tunnel tests, and computational
fluid dynamics computations studying the airflow around
moving ships of all types, and how the airwake changes
when helicopters of different makes and models land on the
ships. The available data is thus sufficient to support a
study on how better to present that data to the pilot.

Figure 1. Microburst diagram

factor of potentially great importance to them, pilots learn
to use their intuition concerning airflow over obstacles near
their takeoff or landing sites, and they learn to pick up
visual cues from the surrounding area. However, airflowrelated accidents still occur each year. Addressing this issue
could be of major benefit to aviation safety.

New Sensor Technology

Focus on Helicopter Pilots

New advances in sensor technology such as Doppler lidar
[22] and other techniques are leading to the development of
aircraft-based sensors which can collect large amounts of
airflow velocity data in real-time. Within a few years, it is
likely that aircraft-mounted hardware will be available that
can reliably scan the area a few hundred feet ahead of the
aircraft and sample air particle vector velocities at one-foot
intervals or less [14]. With the development of such
devices, onboard detection systems that can convey
detailed, specific information about airflow hazards to
pilots in real-time become a possibility. Thus, an interface
is required that can present large amounts of data to the
pilot in a comprehensive manner in real-time, yet not
distract from the pilot’s primary task of flying the aircraft.
This is the information visualization task we attempt to
address in this paper: how does one best present safetycritical information to a cognitively overloaded user in realtime?

Although the risk of airflow hazards exists for all pilots in
all aircraft, for our research we chose to focus on helicopter
operations, and specifically on helicopter landings on
moving ships. There were several reasons for this choice.
Helicopters are especially vulnerable to airflow
disturbances such as vortices, downdrafts, and turbulence
from surrounding vegetation or structures [Figure 2]; first,
by the nature of the aerodynamic forces involved, and
second, because helicopters are often called upon to operate
into and out of confined areas or areas that naturally have
disturbed airflow. For example, emergency search and
rescue may have to operate in mountainous areas and small
clearings surrounded by vegetation and cliffs where the
winds are frequently high. Helicopters also must land on
urban rooftops, offshore oil platforms, or on the decks of
ships. A device for detecting airflow hazards therefore has
a special utility for helicopter operations.
Operating a helicopter off a moving aircraft carrier is one of
the most demanding tasks a helicopter pilot can face [43].
Because the ship is moving, its superstructure will always
generate disturbed airflow such as vortices and turbulence.
In addition, high seas may cause extreme ship motion, and
low visibility may degrade visual cues. The pilot must
maneuver the helicopter within very tight tolerances to
avoid striking ship structures or other aircraft. It is a task
that demands the utmost concentration and skill from the
pilot. A system that can deliver even an incremental amount
of assistance to the pilot in this high-demand environment
could have a significant impact on safety.
Helicopter accidents and incidents that occur on shipboard
each year range from incidents such as “tunnel strikes”
(where certain wind conditions can cause a helicopter’s
rotor blades to spin out of control, damaging the fuselage of
the helicopter) to fatal accidents. There have been over 120
tunnel strikes since the 1960s, causing damage ranging

Figure 2. Turbulent flow and vortex formation on leeward side
of obstacles
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RELATED WORK

result, a great deal of work has been done to detect, predict,
and display this type of information to the pilot [41]. There
are commercially available aircraft-based, forward-looking
microwave radar and lidar systems that can detect
microbursts and wind shear.
However, rather than
designing new displays to optimally present the new data,
the emphasis was placed on integrating the information into
existing cockpit displays to reduce time to commercial
deployment.
Accordingly, no usability studies were
focused strictly on the display itself or on whether a threedimensional head-up display would be helpful in presenting
hazard information to the pilot.

There are several significant bodies of research relevant to
our current efforts. These include flow visualization,
human factors in aviation, augmented reality displays, and
Navy shipboard rotorcraft operations.
Flow visualization

Flow visualization systems often consist of detailed
imagery of two- and three-dimensional airflow patterns,
both static and dynamic, steady and unsteady, all designed
to help scientists or engineers understand — and analyze at
length — a particular instance of a fluid flow. Examples
include streamlines and contour lines for the case of
instantaneous flow [6, 33] and streaklines, timelines [15],
flow volumes [18] and spot noise [26] for unsteady flow,
and terrain and turbulence visualization [37].

Augmented reality displays

Augmented reality has been variously defined as
“augmenting natural feedback to the operator with
simulated cues” or “a form of virtual reality where the
participant’s head-mounted display is transparent, allowing
a clear view of the real world [21]. HUD technology, as
used in military aviation displays, is a relatively mature use
of this technology; more recently, a growing body of
research has focused on wearable systems, such as those
which can be worn by an individual operating in a city.
When computer-generated imagery is overlaid on real
objects, the technical challenges involved, including
information filtering, spatial registration, and how to
combine visible and obscured information, are considerable
[10, 13]. Much of this research focuses on non-aviation
areas; however, developments in this field could benefit and
improve the quality of our display.

We initially investigated the use of flow visualization
similar to one of these, with the idea that perhaps smoke
trails in the air, or dust devils, could be shown to the pilots.
However, once we started applying HCI techniques to the
problem, it quickly became apparent that such
visualizations would not work in the type of situations we
were studying. The imagery is often quite complex and not
suitable for rapid glances during time-critical tasks.
Human factors in aviation

It has long been recognized that applying developing
technology to improve aviation displays might enhance
aviation safety. Significant work in this area includes
synthetic vision and augmented-reality displays (terrain in
low-visibility environments, navigation aids) [2, 4, 32, 38],
weather visualization including NASA’s AWIN, TPAWS
and AWE [5, 16, 29, 31], and turbulence detection and
prediction [36]. Holforty [12] developed a system for wake
vortex prediction and display. (As an aircraft passes
through the air, it leaves a trail called wake vortices that can
be hazardous to following aircraft.) The system provided
wake vortex visualization to pilots on a head-down display,
during the enroute (least demanding) phase of flight. The
focus of this work was on the prediction of the location of
the wake, not on the usability of the display, but it was the
first study that attempted to display a three-dimensional
visualization of any type of airflow hazard to pilots.

Navy shipboard rotorcraft operations

Because landing a helicopter on a moving ship deck is
hazardous [43], the Navy has long operated a program to
perform flight testing in this environment [44] with the
stated goal of improving flight safety. In addition to
airwake from ship superstructures and the requirement to
land in a confined area, aircraft landing on shipboard are
plagued by hot exhaust plumes, very powerful shipboard
radar that interferes with aircraft systems, inaccurate
anemometers, and problems associated with high sea states
such as strong, turbulent winds and extreme values of ship
pitch, heave, and roll.
For understanding the airwake over the ship, the Navy uses
techniques including shipboard flight testing, wind tunnel
tests, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modeling, and
sampling of the airflow vector velocities at various points in
the flow field behind the superstructure in the helicopter
landing zones.
The current method of communicating this information to
the pilots consists of publishing pre-computed operational
envelopes listing allowable wind conditions for many shiprotorcraft combinations [44]. The envelope conveys a
go/no-go decision, and does not state which safety
considerations motivate a given operational limit. Pilots
check the published envelope for their helicopter before
beginning any approach, and they only fly the approach if

There is a large body of relevant work concerning human
factors in the cockpit, including the study of attention and
cockpit visual displays [8, 17, 28, 42]. Head-up displays
(HUDs) provide flight information and guidance to the pilot
on a forward field-of-view transparent screen. They have
been well studied for use in aviation since they were first
developed in the 1950s [27]. The analyses of how attention
is divided in the cockpit and the HUD usability studies
informed our system design, although none of the work was
specifically directed to optimizing airflow hazard display.
It has been known since the 1980s that weather-related
airflow phenomena such as microbursts and wind shear
have been responsible for airliner accidents [39]. As a
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(red). In other words, our domain experts had informed us
that they wanted a decision support system, not a scientific
visualization system, and the reason had to do with the
division of attention in the high-demand environment.

they are within the envelope. This procedure has the
advantage of providing clear, simple direction to the pilots
under all wind conditions. However, this means that if the
winds shift out of the envelope during the approach, or
some other event occurs that changes the airflow over the
landing site, such as a helicopter on an upwind spot starting
up its rotor, a hazardous condition can occur of which the
pilot is unaware. This type of situation has been
demonstrated to be a causal factor in many incidents [23].

Pilots emphasized the importance of using standard
symbology at all times. They warned of the danger a
moment of confusion could cause, and strongly
recommended that the symbology used in our head-up
display conform to current aviation conventions; it was
especially important that our symbols not have any chance
of being confounded with other types of HUD symbology
already in use. Although not completely standardized,
current symbology includes items like airspeed and altitude
tapes, aircraft reference symbol, flight director, and roll
scale pointer [Figure 3]. The results from this low-fidelity
prototype study helped us to select a design that was
significantly different from any type of HUD symbology.

DESIGN OF THE VISUAL HAZARD INDICATOR SYSTEM

In keeping with a user-centered design process, we began
by creating a low-fidelity prototype and performing a
usability test with domain experts to validate the idea and to
refine design choices for visual indicators.
Low-Fidelity Prototype

To construct a low-fidelity prototype, we used Rhino3D, a
CAD modeling tool that supports rapid prototyping of 3D
objects and simulated animation of the helicopter pilot’s
view out the cockpit windscreen. A wide selection of
different types of hazard indicators were stored in layers in
Rhino3D, so that features such as shape, color, texture,
transparency, depth cueing, and motion could be selectively
turned on and off by the operator. We recruited three
highly experienced (>1700 hours) helicopter pilots and
flight test engineers as domain experts to evaluate the
prototype. (Details of the usability study and its results can
be found in [3].) The domain experts were in agreement
about the potential value of an airflow hazard visualization
system and gave clear indications of the best design choices
in producing the hazard visual cues.

Design and Implementation Choices

Based on the results from the study of the low-fidelity
prototype, we selected a simple, static design for the hazard
indicators and used only two colors, yellow (caution) and
red (danger). The shape and appearance of the indicators
were chosen to indicate the physical location of the hazard

This phase of the study showed a strong preference on the
part of the pilots for a hazard visualization system in which
the hazard indicator appears in the physical scene. During
potentially hazardous conditions, the pilot’s attention will
naturally be focused outside the cockpit during the critical
landing moments; he or she will not want to look down at a
cockpit instrument display. The pilots strongly preferred an
augmented-reality hazard visualization display on a HUD.
However, the display must be carefully designed not to
distract from the key shipboard visual cues, even when
these are degraded during a challenging nighttime or poorweather landing.

Figure 3. An example of HUD symbology

without undue distraction and without duplicating any
symbology used for other purposes, while the color
meanings are conventional and widely accepted in the
aviation world.

Pilots preferred much simpler imagery than we had initially
expected. An evident guiding principle was that helicopter
pilots landing on shipboard must focus all their attention to
accomplish the landing on a moving ship, and have little
spare attention for detailed quantitative information about
the hazard. Extensive detail, motion (animation), complex
shapes, and too many colors were all stated to be distracting
and possibly dangerous in the high-demand environment.
The hazard indicators had to be sufficiently transparent so
as not to obscure any critical shipboard visual cues that the
pilots needed to use as landing aids. The pilots wanted the
minimum critical information such as the location of the
hazard and its severity as a warning (yellow) or danger

Studies have shown that head-up displays with
superimposed symbology may on occasion cause
performance problems due to attentional capture by the
perceptual grouping of the superimposed symbols [19, 27].
“Scene-linked” head-up displays, or displays where there is
no differential motion between the superimposed
symbology and the outside scene, can avoid this type of
distraction. This study also confirmed the need to develop a
head-up display where the hazard indicator is threedimensional and appears to be physically part of the world.
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grip on the controls, sweating, breathing levels, etc.)
indicated that they were taking it seriously and not thinking
of it as, for example, a video game. Additionally, pilots are
generally quite conscious of the fact that lives depend on
their proficiency and decision-making during the critical
moments of a flight, and take pride in their skills and their
ability to consciously marshal their skills even under
moments of extreme duress. Although we were clear that
the purpose of the study was to test the hazard display
system rather than the pilot, the pilots’ awareness that the
test was being observed would reasonably be expected to
stimulate that pride in their skills. For these reasons, we
believe the results of our simulation fairly accurately reflect
results that would have been achieved in the real world.
Figure 4. Visual hazard indicators used in the study

We chose a high fidelity, realistic helicopter flight
simulator with accurate aerodynamic models, which we
then provided with actual airflow data from shipboard flight
tests. The pilots sat in an aircraft seat with full helicopter
controls (cyclic, collective, and tail rotor pedals) with force
feedback, in front of a cockpit instrument panel, and viewed
visuals on three large projection screens [Figure 5]. The
pilots flew simulated final approaches to land a Sikorsky H60 helicopter on a moving ship (an LHA or “Tarawa-class”
Navy amphibious assault ship) under different wind
conditions, some of which entailed airflow hazards such as
vortices, downdrafts, or turbulence on or near the landing
site. Four different landing difficulty levels were used.
Other than the control approaches (no hazard present), each
approach was flown twice by each pilot, once with a hazard

We created three-dimensional, translucent red and yellow
surfaces that delineated the outer outlines of the areas of
hazard on shipboard [Figure 4]. (Actual surfaces were more
translucent than pictured in the figure.) The boundaries of
the hazardous areas were determined upon extensive review
of the archived airflow data from flight tests and
consultation with a Navy flight test engineer. The degree of
transparency of the hazard indicator objects was set at the
level of transparency (around 70% in Rhino3D) preferred
by pilots during their evaluation of the low-fidelity
prototype. The objects were then imported into the visual
subsystem of the simulator and linked to the ship so that
they seemed to be part of the simulated outside world; they
appeared as clouds or curtains hovering over particular
locations on shipboard. This is an accurate model of
shipboard airwake; any hazardous areas produced by wind
blowing over ship structures will move along with the ship.
FLIGHT SIMULATION STUDY

In order to produce a high-quality usability study of a
specialized interface, it is important to select participants
who are domain experts. The quality and relevance of the
results depend on getting people who actually fly under the
demanding conditions that we hope to duplicate in this
study. To test our hypothesis that the presence of a visual
hazard indicator could improve helicopter flight safety, we
recruited sixteen experienced helicopter pilots to participate
in the flight simulation study.
The use of a flight simulator in any study immediately
raises an issue of realism. Our study was designed for as
high a level of technical fidelity as possible, and also to
establish the correct mood for the testing. Using a
simulator is, of course, not as stressful as the actual flight
situation. However, during our pre-flight briefing, we made
a special effort to ensure the pilots would use the same
judgments they would in the real world. “If you feel the
controllability of the aircraft is in question, follow the same
safety procedures as you would in the real world.”
Although it is impossible to verify whether this proscription
was followed absolutely, comments gathered from the
pilots during the simulation and observation of the pilots’
behavior during the simulation (the intensity of their gaze,

Figure 5. ART flight simulator with pilot in front of projection
screen and operator at rear console

indicator present and once without. Data was gathered both
objectively from the flight simulator’s recording capability
and subjectively from a Likert-scale questionnaire
administered to the pilots after the test.
Procedure and Design

The study was a 3 (landing difficulty) x 2 (presence or
absence of visual hazard indicator) x 4 (approach type) + 1
x 1 x 4 (control) within-subjects design. Each pilot flew the
same 28 simulated approaches, but in different orders. Four
different approach scenarios were selected where winds
could create a hazard to helicopters landing on the deck of a
5
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Navy ship. A flight test engineer with 17 years of
experience with Navy shipboard helicopter flight testing
assisted us in designing the four scenarios, selecting various
wind speeds and turbulence levels to create approaches with
different landing difficulty levels, and determining where
hazardous airflow conditions would exist. We then
recruited a second experienced Navy helicopter test pilot
who flew all the approaches in the simulator and evaluated
the correctness of the landing difficulty level and the
correct placement of the hazard indicators.

Scenario B (“Bow”): A 45-degree approach to the most
forward spot on the bow of the ship, spot 1, and winds
directly from the bow. This created an area of heavy
downdraft (“suckdown”) directly over spot 1, which was
often unexpected as it occurred even at relatively low winds
and even in smooth wind conditions.
Scenario P (“Port”): A 45-degree approach to the port side
of the ship, to landing spot 7, just forward of the elevator
and next to the ship superstructure. Winds from 300
degrees (assuming the ship is moving toward the north or
360 degrees) caused a rotor to form over the deck edge just
over landing spot 7. Again, this hazard formed even at
relatively low winds.

After a pre-flight briefing that explained the structure of the
simulation and the use of the controls of the simulator and
instructions as to the meaning of the yellow and red hazard
indicators, participants performed a series of orientation
flights before beginning the actual test. The dual purposes
of the orientation flights were to accustom them to the feel
of the controls of the simulator, and to determine if they had
the skill level to be a credible participant in our experiment.
Out of 17 pilots recruited for the study, one was unable to
fly the orientation flights and was excused, leaving 16 pilots
who then completed the test approaches.

Scenario S (“Starboard”): A 45-degree approach from
starboard to landing spot 3A just forward of the ship
superstructure. When winds are from 60 degrees, a vortex
forms just at the deck edge and beside landing spot 3A.
Landing Difficulty Level

We used four different landing difficulty levels based on
the Navy’s Pilot Rating Scale of landing difficulty [44].
Each pilot flew each approach scenario at all landing
difficulty levels. For each of LD 2 through 4, each pilot
flew one approach with and one without a visual hazard
indicator. For LD 1, each pilot flew one approach without a
hazard indicator. Thus, each pilot flew 7 approaches in
each of the 4 landing scenarios, a total of 28 approaches
each. The approaches were designed to take about 1-2
minutes each; thus, the entire simulation took about 1 hour
per pilot; this time was intentional to prevent pilot fatigue.

At the outset of each approach, pilots were given wind
direction but not wind speed. Revealing wind speed could
introduce bias due to the pilots’ assumption that wind speed
correlates with landing difficulty level, although pilots were
briefed that hazards could occur even at low wind speeds.
Approach Description

For each approach or run, the simulator was set to a
previously saved checkpoint that positioned the helicopter
at 250 feet above mean sea level and 2600 feet back of the
stern of the ship. Wind and turbulence conditions that
would produce a landing of difficulty 1-4 were preprogrammed into the simulator, and the appropriate hazard
indicators were turned on at the beginning of the approach
if one was supposed to be present. The simulator flight
controls were trimmed to a 30-knot airspeed, and the pilots
were given a verbal clearance to land on one of four landing
spots and the wind direction. The pilots were asked if they
were ready, and then the simulator was set running. Pilots
flew until the landing was complete, they verbally called
out an aborted approach, or they crashed. Then the
simulator was stopped and set up for the next run. Pilots
were encouraged to make verbal comments during the test,
and the entire test was videotaped for all pilots.

Landing difficulty 1 (LD 1) – Control. These approaches
showed how well the pilot could operate the simulator in
the absence of particular hazards, and also provided periods
of rest to the pilots to reduce fatigue and avoid
discouragement (since the test consisted of an abnormally
high percentage of very challenging landing conditions).
Landing difficulty 2 (LD 2) – Testing for negative effects
of the hazard indicator. This difficulty level required
moderate pilot effort. The hazard indicator (if present) was
a translucent yellow object outlining the area where
turbulent flow could be found. Because the conditions at
LD 2 are considered to be within normal pilot abilities, we
would expect few crashes even without the hazard
indicator. The hypothesis tested at LD 2 was that the
hazard indicator would not increase the crash rate (e.g. by
distracting the pilot). Pilots were instructed that the yellow
hazard represented caution and that they could continue the
approach.

Approach Scenarios

Scenarios were labeled based on which landing spot the
pilot would be cleared for and where the airflow hazard
would occur under certain wind conditions [Figure 4].
Scenario A (“Aft”): Direct stern approach to landing spot
9, the aft-most landing spot on the LHA. With a direct bow
wind, and at high wind speed and turbulence levels, an
airflow hazard would occur downwind of the ship
superstructure over landing spot 9.

Landing difficulty 3 (LD 3) – Testing for benefit of hazard
indicator. This difficulty level required maximum pilot
effort. The hazard indicator was the same type as for the LD
2 approaches. Pilots were told that yellow represented
caution and they were to continue the approach. A higher
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Order 1 (4 pilots)
A
2344H
3H
2H

P
4232H
4H
3H

B
2H
4H
3H
342-

S
4H
3H
2H
423-

column “B” indicates an approach to the Bow spot at LD 3
and no hazard; “2H” in column “A” indicates a run to the
Aft spot at LD 2 with hazard indicator present. LD 1
(control) runs were scattered randomly through the series so
each pilot flew 28 runs.

Order 2 (4 pilots)
A
2H
3H
4H
432-

Order 3 (4 pilots)

P
3H
4H
2H
324-

B
2433H
4H
2H

S
3242H
3H
4H

Dependent Variables

During the simulation, 50 variables such as velocity and
position of aircraft in x, y, z, control stick position both
lateral and longitudinal, collective and pedal positions,
landing gear forces, etc., were collected by the flight
simulator at 10 Hz and stored in data files labeled for each
run and pilot. However, our primary dependent measure
was the crash rate. A “crash” was defined as an impact with
the ship’s deck with a vertical velocity of 12 feet per second
or greater as measured by the simulator. In order to be
certified for shipboard use in the US Navy, rotorcraft must
be able to withstand an impact of 12 fps at touchdown [40].

Order 4 (4 pilots)

A

P

B

S

A

P

B

S

4H
3H
2H
234-

2H
4H
3H
423-

3422H
4H
3H

4234H
3H
2H

4322H
3H
4H

3243H
4H
2H

3H
4H
2H
243-

2H
3H
4H
324-

We also gathered subjective pilot opinions from a 21-probe
Likert-scale (1-5) questionnaire administered to the pilots at
the end of the simulation. For each probe, the pilots had to
circle one of “Strongly Disagree” (1), “Disagree” (2),
“Neither Agree Nor Disagree” (3), “Agree” (4), and
“Strongly Agree” (5).

Table 1. Simulated Approach Orders

crash rate was expected at LD 3 commensurate with the
more challenging conditions compared with LD 2. We
hypothesized that the hazard indicator would reduce this
crash rate – ideally, to a rate comparable to LD 2.

Hypotheses

We tested four hypotheses:
1. Crash rate will be reduced by the presence of hazard
indicator (LD 3).
2. Crashes will be eliminated by red hazard indicator if a
standard operating procedure is given to pilots (LD 4).
3. Hazard indicator won’t cause distraction or degradation
in performance in situations where adequate
performance is expected without indicator (LD 2).

Landing difficulty 4 (LD 4) – Testing for benefit of hazard
indicator with pilot instructional procedure. At LD 4, safe
landings were not probable. Fifteen pilots were told that if
they detected a red hazard indicator along their approach
path, standard operating procedure (SOP) was to abort the
landing immediately. (The 16th pilot, who was not initially
given this instruction, spontaneously proposed that it should
be standard operating procedure.) These approaches test
whether the same hazard indication methodology used for
reducing the crash rate in marginal conditions will also
operate reasonably in extreme conditions.

4. Pilots will say they would use the visualization system.
Participants

We recruited 17 military and civilian helicopter pilots by
word-of-mouth and through emailed requests for
volunteers. Sixteen pilots flew the orientation flights
successfully and completed the simulation test. This group
of pilots had no previous experience on the simulator used
in the experiment and had not seen or heard of any type of
visual hazard indicating system before. Pilot experience
ranged from 200 to 7300 helicopter flight hours with the
median number of hours being 2250, from 2 to 46 years of
experience as a helicopter pilot with the median 13 years,
and were from 25 to 65 years old, with a median age of 36.
All pilots had normal or corrected-to-normal eyesight and
were not color-blind. The study took about two hours, of
which about one hour was spent in the simulator, and pilots
were not paid for their participation.

Order of Presentation

To compensate for possible learning effects, half the pilots
flew scenarios A and P without the hazard indicators and
scenarios B and S with the hazard indicators during the first
half of the test, and then conversely for the second half. The
other pilots flew scenarios A and P with hazard indicators
and scenarios B and S without indicators during the first
half of the test. This was accomplished by defining an
approach order randomly within these constraints, then
reversing it to create a second order, then switching the first
and second halves to create a third and fourth order. It was
chosen so that the most difficult approaches would not all
follow one another, to reduce the likelihood of pilot fatigue.
Table 1 lists the approach orders. Rows indicate order of
presentation. Within the rows, the order is randomized. In
the cells, numbers represent landing difficulty, followed by
presence (H) or absence (-) of hazard indicator, e.g. “3-“ in

Equipment

The study was performed at Advanced Rotorcraft
Technology, Inc. in Mountain View, California, a small
flight simulation company specializing in rotorcraft nonlinear dynamics modeling. ART’s aerodynamic models
7
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Table 2. Landing Difficulty 3 - Crash Data

have been verified by the US Navy via stability and control
techniques and frequency domain validation [11,34], and
Navy flight test engineers and pilots have stated that they
are more aerodynamically accurate than other rotorcraft
flight simulators currently available [34].

Landing Difficulty 3:
Crash Rate vs. Presence of Hazard Indicator
0.25
0.20
Crash Rate

The study was performed in a high fidelity helicopter flight
dynamics simulator with a single seat configuration, flight
controls with force feedback, instrument panel, and a threechannel projection outside world visual system utilizing 3D
Perception projectors to provide 1024 x 768 resolution at
1000 ANSI lumens. Visual rendering is done using ART
software that supports rendering on OpenGL graphics cards
using OpenFlight format visual databases.
Image
generation is done on PCs with graphic acceleration
hardware that provides a 60 Hz update rate with full-screen
anti-aliasing and a 188” horizontal by 54” vertical field of
view on a 6.5-ft radius cylindrical screen.

0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
Absent

Present
Hazard Indicator

These strong results indicate the system should improve
helicopter flight safety under hazardous conditions. During
the tests, pilots remarked several times that the indicators
were helpful warnings; that they were able to modify their
flight path or power settings to counteract the known
hazardous conditions, or make appropriate safety decisions
based on knowledge gained from viewing the hazard
indicators. Additionally, in the approaches without hazard
indicators, pilots commented on several occasions that they
were surprised by the wind conditions as they entered the
hazardous areas. In a few of these runs where the pilot
made such a comment, the approach terminated in a crash.

An operator console provides full simulator control,
monitoring of the visual system and instrumentation
displays, initialization to saved reset points and arbitrary
test conditions. Control loaders for the pilot’s controls are
electric and are driven by software that interfaces the flight
dynamics model to the control loaders and edits the force
feel characteristics. Four sets of control loaders are used to
drive the longitudinal cyclic, lateral cyclic, collective and
pedal controls. Computer generated images of the
instrument panel are rendered. A dual 1.9GHz AMD
processor computer with two graphics boards, located in the
operator console, is used to drive a flat panel display that is
mounted behind instrument panel overlays.

Hypothesis 2 confirmed. At landing difficulty 4 (beyond
the capacity of the aircraft), there were 0 crashes in 64
approaches with the hazard indicator as opposed to 15
crashes out of 64 without the indicator, for crash rates of
0% and 23% respectively. (Standard errors were 0 and
.053.) A t-test for paired samples shows that this
hypothesis—that the presence of the red hazard indicator
combined with appropriate instructions to the pilot prevents
crashes—is strongly confirmed (t=4.39, df=63, p<000022).
What this means is that although pilots may sometimes
continue into a situation that is beyond the capacity of the
aircraft if they do not have sufficient knowledge of the
danger of the situation, giving them the appropriate
information in a clear and simple manner during the
approach can prevent accidents. This is an improvement
over the current envelope system because, as one pilot
noted, it would be very helpful in case the winds shifted
during the approach. If he suddenly saw a red hazard area
appear on deck, he would know immediately to abort the
approach.

RESULTS

Choice of tests for statistical analysis. The statistical test
we applied to most of our crash-rate hypotheses was the
“paired two-sample t-test for means.” The study does not
have the multiple categories or varying populations that
would make a t-test inappropriate and require the more
general ANOVA procedure. The test data has been
structured so that the assumptions required for a t-test are
valid. Additionally, within each landing difficulty, the data
is so structured that it is possible to pair the samples where
in each pair, all variables are held constant except the
presence or absence of the hazard indicator. This paired
design allows the application of a paired-sample t-test.
Conversely, ANOVA is inappropriate for a paired design,
because it assumes independence of the sample populations.

For pilot 16, we experimented with not giving the pilot the
standard operating procedure (SOP) of a mandatory goaround upon detection of the red indicator. This pilot
continued each approach with a red hazard indicator until
he got close to the red zone, then he aborted the approach.
In other words, he took the same actions the other pilots
had, just a little later during the approach. Interestingly,
during the post-flight debrief, this pilot stated that with the
red hazard we should have given pilots an SOP of an
automatic abort upon detection. Otherwise, he said, pilots
might be tempted to go on and “test the waters.” Although
this variation with the last pilot could not produce any

Hypothesis 1 confirmed. For the test at landing difficulty
3, there were 12 crashes out of 64 approaches without the
hazard indicator (crash rate .19, standard error .049) and 4
crashes out of 64 with the hazard indicator (crash rate .063,
standard error .030) [Table 2]. A t-test for paired samples
shows that the hypothesis that the presence of the hazard
indicator reduces the frequency of crashes during simulated
shipboard helicopter landings is confirmed (t=2.39, df=63,
p<0.00985).
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flying it for the first time without any training with an
instructor (the usual procedure when transitioning to a new
aircraft), a certain number of crashes in the simulator are to
be expected. For this reason we included a set of lowhazard approaches in the study to serve as a control (LD 1).

statistically valid results due to the small sample size, it
suggested that our results might have been the same had we
not had an SOP for the red hazards for the first 15 pilots.
Hypothesis 3. No negative effect of hazard indicator. It
appears that the hazard indicators did not distract the pilots.
The crash rate at LD 2 was the same with and without the
indicator. Crash rate for both was identical, 7.8% or 5
crashes out of 64 for each set of approaches. (Standard error
was .034.) However, because the crash rate was low, with a
sample of this size it is not possible to conclusively state
that the hazard indicator made no difference in crash rate.
On the other hand, the pilots did not feel the hazard
indicators were distracting. On our simulation evaluation
questionnaire, probe 6 was, “The airflow hazard
visualization distracted me from the task of flying the
aircraft.” The pilots disagreed with this statement: 94% of
the pilots answered “Strongly Disagree” (1) or “Disagree”
(2) with the median “Disagree” (2).

The crash rate at landing difficulty 1 was 9.4% (6 out of 64,
standard error .037), which is not significantly different
from LD 2 or LD 3’s crash rates (5 out of 64, std. err. .034
and 4 out of 64, std. err. .030, respectively; t-test, p=0.38
and p=0.26) when the hazard indicator is present.
Learning effects. For the first half of the simulator test,
the pilots crashed 25 times out of 224 approaches flown for
a crash rate of 11.2%, while in the second half of their tests,
the pilots crashed 22 times out of 224 approaches, for a
crash rate of 9.8%. This is not a significant difference (ttest, t=0.46, df=445, p=0.32), although the pilots did state
that they believed they performed better as they flew the
simulator longer. (Probe 17: “It became easier over time to
fly because my experience on the simulator increased.”
Eight pilots answered “Strongly Agree” (5), six pilots chose
“Agree” (4), and two pilots chose “Neither Agree or
Disagree” (3). Median response was 4.5.) This appears to
indicate that learning effects did not bias our study, as was
intended in its construction.

Hypothesis 4 confirmed. When pilots were asked to report
their level of agreement with the statement, “I would use
this system if it were available on my aircraft,” eight pilots
chose “Strongly Agree” (5), five chose “Agree” (4), one
chose “Neither Agree Nor Disagree” (3) and two chose
“Disagree” (2). Median response was 4.5, between
“Strongly Agree” and “Agree.” This indicates confirmation
of Hypothesis 4, that pilots would use the system. Pilot buyin to new systems is very important as pilots have been
known to ignore safety mechanisms if they feel they are
“stupid” or intrusive, and override or turn off systems that
they feel interfere with their handling of the aircraft [24].

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Results of a study where information visualization of
airflow hazards was presented to helicopter pilots in a
highly realistic simulator showed a significant improvement
in their ability to land safely under turbulent conditions
when supplied with the visualization interface. In this
experiment, we discovered that the type of visualization
needed to improve operational safety was much simpler
than that needed for analysis of airflow hazards, providing
an example in which the appropriate visualization differs
for analysis vs. presentation.

However, although it was the first time the pilots were
flying the simulator and the first time they had seen a visual
hazard warning system, they were quite enthusiastic about
the system. Several of the pilots wanted to know how far
the system was from implementation in aircraft. Even two
of the three pilots who did not agree with wanting to use the
system were not completely negative; of the three, one said
he needed more time with the system before he could make
a decision, one pilot liked the idea for less experienced
pilots but felt he already knew where all the hazards were.
Only one felt his HUD was already too visually cluttered
and he did not want anything else displayed on it; he
preferred an auditory warning. (HUDs have display modes
so pilots can select the amount of information displayed—
such modes are called “clutter modes.”) Given how
resistant pilots can be to externally imposed changes, that
13 out of 16 pilots say they would use the system after one
hour with it is a very strong positive result.

This study also validated the use of HCI techniques and
user-centered design. By providing for usability testing
early in the design and obtaining feedback from domain
experts, we were able to avoid the potentially costly
mistake of developing an overly elaborate interface based
on existing flow visualization techniques which could have
interfered with pilot operations.
The enthusiastic response we received from the pilots and
the strong positive results from our simulation study
indicate that such an airflow hazard visualization system
could improve aviation safety, especially because it appears
that pilots would actually use the system in the cockpit.

Control group (LD 1). Because conditions in the simulator
are somewhat different than in a real helicopter, and visual
and proprioceptic feedback is reduced (no chin bubble
through which helicopter pilots can look down past their
feet and see how close they are to the deck, no depth
perception in the visuals, no bump when the landing gear
contacts the deck, etc.), and especially because pilots are

There are many opportunities for future research in this
area. Several pilots expressed a desire for an adaptive
display—one that presented more detailed flow information
at the start of the landing approach, but changed to the
existing visualization as the approach progressed and pilot
workload increased. An open question is how and when to
change the display.
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